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ABSTRACT

We propose a control technique for erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) gain transient occurring in optical burst network. In the optical burst network, optical packets are generated randomly and packet stream has idle time when no packet exists. This bursty nature of optical burst network causes gain transient in the EDFA with slow gain dynamics. To resolve this problem, the optical power of a channel delivering the burst control packets (BCPs) is modulated based on the information of the burst data (BD) packets contained in the BCP itself to feed constant power to the EDFA. We experimentally demonstrate 2.0-dB and 2.6-dB reductions in power fluctuation and gain transient in EDFA output, respectively. We show the stable transmission of 2.488 Gbit/s rate BCP and 9.953 Gbit/s rate BD packets using the proposed technique. The proposed method can be applied to optical burst switching (OBS) network which adopt out-of-band control channel covering small number of BD channels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As Internet traffic increased, the optical network as the infrastructure of modern network grew to deliver more and more Internet protocol (IP) based packets. The representative feature of IP traffic is that it emerges randomly, in other words, it is bursty. In order to accommodate the IP traffic, the optical network must support fast assembling data into a packet and safe delivery of the packet based on fast transmission, reception and switching, etc. Optical burst switching (OBS) has been studied as a practical technique to implement packet based optical network before reaching eventual high-speed optical packet switching (OPS) network [1]. In the OBS network, data packets are assembled into long bursts of a few microseconds to hundred microseconds and transported through a core network. The burst data streams have idle intervals, no optical power period, which cause abrupt power change in input to the erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) deployed in the optical links. In this case, gain transient appears as a result of slow gain dynamics of the EDFA. It means that the EDFA can not fast respond to the abrupt power change of incoming burst packet and it needs more or less long time comparable to the length of burst packet. Thus, the EDFA show slow gain adaptation, so called, gain transient. And the transient induces inter- and intra-packet power variation and requires a special technique to resolve it or the optical receiver with high dynamic range. Previously proposed techniques for overcoming the transient utilized all optical feedback or all-optical gain clamping [2], inversely modulated additional channel [3], constant-wave channel [4], and packet envelope detection technique [5]. However, these approaches suffer from relaxation oscillation in output packet [6] or require high power optical source [4], and result in waste of wavelength resource [3-5].

In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a gain control technique using burst packet information, such as burst size and offset time, delivered by burst control packet (BCP). The optical power of the BCP channel is adjusted based on the packet information in the BCP itself and it compensates the power variation in burst data (BD) channels to feed constant power to an EDFA. This technique differs from previous signal feed-back approaches [1, 4] because it forward feeds the control signal as like ref. [2]. Moreover, it can effectively utilize wavelength resource because this technique utilizes not a dummy channel or wavelength but the BCP channel for gain transient control. The EDFA fed by constant input power shows no gain or power transient in output signal.
Even though the modulation of BCP channel can resolve the gain transient problem in EDFA link, it could induce side effect such as signal distortion or performance degradation in BCP channel. We discuss this issue and experimentally examine this. And the expected problems in application of the proposed technique are discussed.

2. TRANSIENT CONTROL TECHNIQUE

In the OBS network, the BCPs are transmitted prior to the BD packets as much as offset time interval [1]. At the edge and core nodes, the BCP is processed to identify the next destination of assembled and incoming BD packet and prepare punctual switching operation. This operation was successfully demonstrated and reported in ref. [7]. The BCP processor well knows the size of the BD packet and controls a switch fabric based on the information in the BCP. Thus, the exact envelope information of every BD packet incoming to and outgoing from a node can be extracted from the BCP processor. This information is used for generating control signal to modulate the power of the BCP channel. And the envelope of the BCP channel has reverse image of the total power of the BD channels as shown in Fig. 1.

The total power of all BD packets is calculated by analog adder circuit made of operational amplifier. The analog adder generates the electric signal corresponding to the sum of inverted envelope for total power of BD and direct current.
(DC) bias. The DC bias signal in the analog adder controls the modulation depth of the BCP channel and determines biasing point of an external electro-optic modulator. And the electric signal is fed into the modulator, then, the amplitude of the BCP channel is adjusted according to the existence of BD packet. This BCP channel is combined with BD channels. Due to this process, the idle period between two BD packets is compensated by the power of BCP channel. Then, the optical BCP signal with constant total power is fed into the modulator EDFA. As a result, the EDFA gain transient can be effectively suppressed by the proposed technique. At the next OBS node, the BCP and BD channels are demultiplexed and the BCP goes to the BCP processor. Then, the BCP processor generates new BCP which has varying optical power according to the existence of the BD packets.

In order to compensate the missing optical power between two BD packets, the BCP channel must not have any idle periods. That is, the BCP channel must transmit packet stream continuously. To sustain continuous stream in the BCP channel, it could be composed of meaningful BCPs and dummy BCPs by time division multiplexing method [7].

In the proposed method, the BCP channel is modulated. Thus, the performance degradation in the BCP channel is expected. In the next part, this degradation effect is examined and the maximum value of modulation depth is investigated. Also, the architecture for allocation of the BCP and BD channels is discussed.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

An experimental setup for the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 2.

![Experimental setup](image_url)

Fig. 2. Experimental setup (PPG: Pulse Pattern Generator, BERT: Bit Error Rate Tester, OSA: Optical Spectrum Analyzer) and optical spectrum of EDFA output.
The laser diode 0 (LD0) at the wavelength \( \lambda_0 = 1549.32 \) nm, was modulated at 2.488 Gbit/s (2\(^{31}-1\) PRBS) using the Mach-Zehnder modulator1 (MZM1) for the BCP channel. And this BCP channel was further modulated by inverted envelope with respect to the total envelope of all BD channels generated by the signal adder using the MZM2. For the BD1 and BD2 channels, LD1 (\( \lambda_1 = 1550.92 \) nm) and LD2 (\( \lambda_2 = 1552.52 \) nm) were turned on and off by the control signal from a function generator (FG, TTi - TGA1244) to emulate BD arrival and control signal generation after BCP processing. For the convenience of experiment, the BCP processor was replaced by the FG but the same results can be obtained for the field programmable gate array (FPGA) based BCP processor [7]. The two beams were optically combined by 3-dB optical coupler and modulated at 9.953 Gbit/s (2\(^{31}-1\) PRBS) using the MZM3. The BCP and BD packets were combined and passed through an EDFA of 15-dB gain. The total input power was -8 dBm. The output spectrum of the EDFA is shown in Fig. 2. The power of the BCP channel was far bigger than those of the BD channels. To emulate long transmission link and exclude transmission penalty, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) attenuated the signal in 15 dB. The signals were demultiplexed by an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) and detected by a photodetector (PD).

In the experiment, the MZM (MZM2) was used for the control of optical power of the BCP channel. But it shows nonlinear transfer function so that it can be replaced a liner modulator such as an electro-absorption modulator (EAM), etc. Nevertheless, the MZM did not show any critical problem in the experiment.

The input and output streams for the EDFA are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Timing diagram for (a, b) BD channels before amplification, (c) a combined signal of BD channels, (d) the BCP channel, (e) a combined signal of all BD channels and BCP channel, (f, g) BD channels after amplification without gain control, and (h, i) the gain controlled outputs of BD channels from an EDFA.
For the BD1, two 200-µs length burst packets were generated and 20-µs and 200-µs length burst packets were generated for the BD2 by the FG. To examine the coexistence condition for BD1 and BD2, two packets of each channel were allocated to be partially overlapped. Power excursion by gain transient was maximally 2.0 dB for the EDFA output of the BD1 and BD2. And packet by packet power fluctuation was 2.6 dB in maximum. For transient controlled condition, the results show a little power excursion (0.3 dB) in output burst packets. This means that the proposed technique can effectively suppress the gain transient of an EDFA.

In the proposed technique, the optical power of the BCP channel is changed when the BD packet exists. Thus, the variation of power can cause transmission errors in the BCP channel. The power variation can be described by the modulation index, \( \delta \), defined by

\[
\delta = \frac{V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{min}}}{V_{\text{max}} + V_{\text{min}}}
\]

where the \( V_{\text{max}} \) and \( V_{\text{min}} \) are the maximum and minimum values of detected BCP signal in voltage unit, respectively. For a conventional DC-coupled receiver of 2.5 Gbit/s, the minimum value of modulation index was about 0.3 in our experiment. For the alternating current (AC)-coupled receiver, this value could be improved further up to 0.4 as shown in Fig. 4. But, further increase in modulation index was not achieved because of severe penalty for deeper modulation. Higher modulation index means that more BD channels can be controlled by one BCP channel. However, the optical power of the LD for BCP generation must be increased to support a number of BD channels. Thus, the number of BD channels covered by a BCP channel is limited.

![Fig. 4. Sensitivity of AC coupled receiver for various modulation index at a BER of 1.0×10^-9](image)

In the proposed method, out-of-band BCP channel is used for BCP delivering and gain transient control. The BCP could be transported by in-band or out-of-band method. In the case of OBS network, the out-of-band method has been generally considered and studied [1]. Out-of-band transmission of BCP has an advantage of easy extracting of the BCP from incoming optical signal. But, if the wavelength difference of the BCP and the BD channel increases, the timing relation between the BCP and the BD (off-set time) could be broken because of dispersion effect. For instance, 100 GHz spacing (approximately 0.8 nm near 1550 nm) between the BCP and BD packet induces about 22 ps delay, when the two packets are transported in 100km via the commercial single mode fiber (SMF), Corning SMF-28 [8]. In the case of 1THz spacing (8 nm), the delay increases up to about 0.22 ns. Thus, as difference between the BCP and BD channel is larger, the probability of non-punctual operation of the optical switch fabric increases because of the addition of...
uncertainty to the predetermined offset time. Therefore, the BCP and BD channel must be closely allocated in spectral domain, that is, it is difficult that one BCP channel delivers lots of BCP corresponding to several tens of BD channels.

In addition, regarding the modulation index aspect, one BCP channel can not cover large number of BD channels because power ratio of BD channel to BCP channel could be very small as the number of BD channel increases. It results that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the BD channel decreases and power budget of the BD channel shows small margin between transmitted power and received power. To accommodate a number of BD channel, the modulation index could be increased, however, the receiver sensitivity must be considered in this case as it is shown in Fig. 4.

Finally, if one BCP channel covers large number of BD channels, then the probability of congestion in the BCP channel increases [9]. The BCP could be missed so that the related BD packet could be lost. To prevent this unexpected event, the offset time must be dynamically controlled or a buffer system must be adopted.

Thus, the number of the BD channel covered by one BCP channel has to be examined and carefully considered in system design process. In the calculation, when the number of BD channel is 10 and the duty of the BD packets for all BD channel equals to 10 %, the power ratio is -17 dB and the optical SNR of the BD channel is degraded as much as 27dB for the BCP channel. These are too severe for the BD channel performance. Therefore, the number of BD channel for a BCP channel must be optimized in the range of less than 10.

The BER curves of the BCP channel were measured as shown in Fig. 5. Even for simultaneous operation of BD1 and BD2, the power penalty was 2.3 dB and it is less than the dynamic range of AC-coupled receiver (-27 dBm to -10 dBm). The insets in Fig. 5 show unfamiliar eye diagrams. Especially, in case of two BD channels compensation, the modulation index of 0.33 is clearly presented.

![BER curves of the BCP channel for supporting no BD channel, one BD channel, and two BD channels](image)

**Fig. 5.** BER curves of the BCP channel for supporting no BD channel, one BD channel, and two BD channels

Fig. 6 shows two BER curves of the BD1 for the case of with and without gain control. Without the proposed gain control technique, 0.4 dB power penalty was observed. And this penalty increases further when the input power is increased, that is, transient effect increases.

In a simulation for the relation between input power and transient, more powerful input induced higher excursion values in output packets. For example, an input of the total power of -2 dBm resulted in 2.8 dB excursion in BD1 output packet. Larger excursion value induces larger power penalty at receiver. The simulation was conducted by based on ordinary differential equation for gain dynamics in EDFA [10, 11].
\[ P_{s}^{IS}\left\{ \tau \frac{dG(t)}{dt} + G(t) + A(t)\right\} = -P_{s}^{in}(t)\left\{ \exp(G(t)) - 1\right\} - P_{p}^{in}(t)\left\{ \exp\left(\frac{P_{p}^{IS}}{P_{p}^{IS}}(A(t) + G(t)) - A(t)\right) - 1\right\} \] (2)

where \( \tau \) is spontaneous lifetime, \( G(t) \) is the dynamic gain of the signal light, \( P_{s}^{in}(t) (P_{p}^{in}) \), \( P_{s}^{IS} (P_{p}^{IS}) \) and \( A(t) (A) \) are the optical input power, the intrinsic saturation power and the total absorption constant of the signal light (the pump light) respectively.

Fig. 6. BER curves of the BD1 channel

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a technique for controlling the EDFA gain transient in optical burst network. The transient is induced by slow gain dynamics of the EDFA. A BCP channel power was adjusted based on the information in the BCP. The power excursion and fluctuation of the BD channels were effectively suppressed and 0.4 dB reduction in power penalty for BD packet was achieved by the proposed technique. The BCP channel did not show severe power penalty even for 0.33 modulation index. The number of BD channel covered by one BCP channel and the spacing between the two channels must be carefully considered when the proposed method is applied to OBS system.
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